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1. Introduction 

 

The logic in the community [1] investigates update of agent’s knowledge within a community 

produced by the social friendship. The facebook logic of social network has been developed in [1]. 

In this paper, we introduce preference into this facebook logic. Let us give some examples first 

which will capture the problem of preference in community. 

 

Example 1 (Peer pressure [1]) Suppose that I have a magnificent, well-developed and 

well-groomed handlebar moustache. I like it very much but all of my friends think it is ridiculous 

and are even somewhat embarrassed to be seen with me in public. With other things being equal, I 

prefer to have the moustache than not to have it, but my friends prefer the opposite. And one is 

deferential not to an individual but to a group. So what shall I do? 

 

Example 2  (Cannon or Nikon?) Suppose that I want to buy a digital camera. I prefer Cannon to 

Nikon. But some of my friends strictly prefer the opposite, while others think Nikon is at least as 

good as Cannon. So what shall I do? 

 

We add the standard epistemic preference operator [3] into the Logic in the Community [1] so as 

to give some explanation to two examples above. In section 2, we present the static preference 

logic in the community. In section 3, we discuss a simple question
1
 whether an agent will prefer 

 if all of his/her friends prefer . Then we define two kinds of suggestion: ‘strong group 

suggestion’ and ‘weak group suggestion’ according to whether all friends strictly prefer . The 

last section 4 will discuss some further directions. 

 

2. Static Preference Logic in the Community 

 

The logic in community [1] is based on the hybrid language with down arrow. We add two 

preference operators P and P as well as the universal modality U into the language given in 

[1]. Let us give the formal language and semantics for these operators. 

 

Definition 2.1. Let Prop be a set of propositional variables and N a set of nominals. The set of 

formulas of the language SLp of the static preference logic in the community is given by the 

                                                        
1 A lot of work has to be done when we consider preference change in a multi-agent system in other cases. 
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following inductive rule: 

 ::    n       K  F  P  P  U  @ ↓ 

where   Prop,  NW and n, x  NA. We also define the following operators: K : K, 

F : F, P :  P, P :  P and E : U. 

 

We use K to denote that I know . The formula F means that for all of my friends  is true. 

The formula P says that all states which the agent considers at least as good as the current one 

satisfy . P says that all states which the agent considers strictly better than the current one 

satisfy . The operator U is an auxiliary universal modality and U means that  is true 

everywhere.  

The motivation for using hybrid language as the basis is to use names to talk about friends 

and states. Thus we introduce a set N of nominals which NA is a set of agent nominals and NW is a 

set of state nominals. Then we extend the valuation from Prop to (W) in a Kripke model to a 

valuation V: Prop  NA  NW  (WA). This will be clear after we define the formal 

semantics. 

 

Definition 2.2. An epistemic preference model in the community is a tuple M  W, A, <A, ≈w>, 

a  a  A, a  a A, V where 

(1) W is a set of possible worlds. 

(2) A is a set of agents. 

(3) <A, ≈w> a social network which consist of a set A of agents and a binary relation ≈ of 

friendship between agents that is irreflexive and symmetric. 

 (4) a a partial equivalence relation 
2
 for agent a.  

(5) a a reflexive and transitive relation over the worlds. 

(6) V: V: Prop  NA  NW  (WA) is a valuation such that for n  NA ,   NW : 

V(n) is a constant on A, i.e., V(n)  W for some A;
3
 

V() is a constant on W, i.e., V()   A for some  W; 

V(p)  (WA) for each p  Prop. 

 

Now we can say that F is interpreted as ‘ is my friend.’ As in hybrid logic, an operator @ is 

for shifting the evaluation to the agent named by . This enables us to say that @ K: the agent 

named by  knows that . Finally, another hybrid logic device: a way of indexically referring to 

the current agent. This is provided by the operator ↓ which names the current agent ‘’. This 

enables us to express some nice interactions between friendship and knowledge. 

↓FK@F: I’ve a friend who knows that  is friends with me ([1]). 

Moreover, a social network on a set A of agents can be looked as a cover, that is a set C of subsets 

                                                        
2 It is a symmetric and transitive binary relation. The reason for not insisting on reflexivity is technical. We wish 

to allow for the possibility that some epistemic alternatives have been ruled out by some but not all of the agents. 

This will be important when we consider the dynamics of announcements. 
3 V(n) is a singleton for each n  NA , and each nominal  corresponds to an agent exactly, i.e., there is an agent 

A such that for all a  A and w  W, (w, a) V() iff a 
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of A such that CA. Each element of C models a community of agents, where the communities 

typically overlap. For each agent a, define ca  b a ≈ b  to be the set of a's friends, so ca is the 

community of a and {ca | a  A} is a cover of A. Finally, we read u a v as ‘v is at least as good 

for agent a as u’, or ‘v is weakly preferred to u’. If u a v but not v a u, then v is strictly 

preferred to u (notation: u <a v) . If u a v and v a u, then agent a is indifferent between u and v. 

If not u a v and not v a u, then agent a is incomparable between u and v. 

 

Definition 2.3. Given an epistemic preference model in the community M  W, A, <A, ≈w>, 

a a  A, a a  A, V, an agent a  A, and a world w  W, we define M, w, a  (the 

formula  is true in M at w for a) by induction on  as follows: 

(1) M, w, a   iff (w, a)V(). 

(2) M, w, a  n iff (w, a) = V(n) . 

(3) M, w, a  iff M, w, a  or M, w, a . 

(4) M, w, a  K iff M, v, a  for every v a w. 

(5) M, w, a  F iff M, w, b  for every b ≈w a. 

(6) M, w, a  P iff M, v, a  for every v such that w a v. 

(7) M, w, a  P iff M, v, a  for every v such that w <a v. 

(8) M, w, a  U iff for all v, M, v, a . 

To capture the semantics of ↓ we need the help of an assignment function  assigning agents to 

variables. Variables are of the same syntactic category as nominals and we also write  for (). 

So we get the following satisfaction conditions [1]: 

(a) M, , w, a  x iff (x) a. 

(b) M, , w, a  @ iff M, , w,   . 

(c) M, , w, a  ↓ iff M, a
, w, a  . 

 

3. Dynamic Preference Logic in the Community 

 

In this section, we introduce some dynamics into the static logic defined in section 2. 

 

Definition 3.1. The language of dynamic preference logic in the community DLp is obtained by 

adding dynamic operators into SLp. Formulas are given by the following inductive rule: 

   n        K  F  P  P  U  @ ↓ [D]  

D  ! !F  ⇑*
  ⇑  

where   Prop   NW and n, x  NA. 

 

Definition 3.2. Given an epistemic preference model in the community M  W, A, <A, ≈w>, 

a a  A, a a  A, V, an agent aA, and a world wW, we define M, , w, a [D] 

(the formula [D] is true in M with  at w for a) by induction on  as follows: 

(1) M, , w, a  [!]  iff if M, , w,   , then M !, , w, a  . 

(2) M, , w, a  [!F]  iff if M, , w, a  , then M!F, , w, a  . 
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(3) M, , w, a  [⇑*
]  iff if M, , w, a  F P

  then M ⇑*, , w, a  . 

(4) M, , w, a  [⇑ ]  iff if M, , w, a  F P
 FP

  then M ⇑ , , w, a  . 

 

Now we define new updated models M!, M !F, M ⇑* and M ⇑  so as to finish definition 3.2. 

The meaning of [!] is ‘after  announces ’. The operator also allows us to recover reduction 

for the indexical notion of public announcement via the equivalence [!]↓ [!] in which 

 is a new variable. The model M! is the submodel of M whose domain is the set of states such 

that  is true for agent n. 

 

The operator [!F] means that I announce  to my friends. The updated model M!F is defined as 

follows. 

 

Definition 3.3. Define M!F W, A, <A, ≈w>, a aA, a aA, V where the 

indistinguishability relation  is defined as follows: 

ubv iff ubv, M, , u, a  and M, , v, a , if b ≈ a. 

bb, otherwise. 

In other words, the epistemic indistinguishability relation of agents that are not friends with a 

remains unchanged, but that of a’s friends is changed so as to remove links between alternatives 

that are incompatible with a’s announcement ([1]). Two definitions will be given when we talk 

about the other two dynamic operators. 

 

Now for the operator [⇑*], it means that all friends give a strong group suggestion . Thus if all 

friends strictly prefer , then  is called strong group suggestion. The updated model M ⇑* is 

defined as follows. 

 

Definition 3.4. Given a pointed dynamic epistemic preference model (M, , w, a), the changed 

model (M ⇑*, , w, a) is defined as follows. 

(a) (M ⇑*, , w, a) has the same domain, valuation and epistemic relations as (M, , w, a). 

(b) The new preference relations are defined by 

⇑*
a  (a \  (v, u) | M, , v, a  and M, , u, a  )  (u, v) | M, , u, a  and 

M, , v, a  . 

 

If all your friends prefer  and there is at least one friend strictly prefers , then  is called weak 

group suggestion which is denoted by ‘⇑ ’ and read as ‘after friends give a weak group 

suggestion ’. The updated model M ⇑  is defined as follows. 

 

Definition 3.5. Given a pointed dynamic epistemic preference model (M, , w, a), the changed 

model (M ⇑ , , w, a) is defined as follows. 

(a) (M ⇑ , , w, a) has the same domain, valuation and epistemic relations as (M, , w, a). 

(b) The new preference relations are defined by 

⇑ 
a = a  (u, v) | M, , u, a  and M, , v, a  
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The two cases we talked about above have a common feature. No friends prefer  while others 

prefer . If someone does prefer , you will not get any group suggestion at all according to the 

lexicographic preference aggregation. Now let us go back to our initial two examples. In the first 

example, it is obvious that  (do not have such kind of moustache) is the strong group 

suggestion. So  is my strictly preference and I will change my moustache. As in example 2, 

‘Cannon’ is the weak group suggestion. It makes me be indifferent to them now rather than 

weakly prefer Cannon to Nikon before. 

The two examples show the difference between this logic and dynamic preference logic 

(DPL) in [2]. In DPL, suggestions cannot add the arrows, and hence it only works when agents are 

indifferent to  and . However, this logic can work in almost all cases: strong group 

suggestion can let you strictly prefer what the group prefers, and weak group suggestion will make 

you indifferent to what you did not prefer before. 

 

4. Further work 

 

We just define two kinds of friends’ suggestion in the simplest case, and discuss how they affect 

the agent’s preference. A lot of work needs to be done in the future. One of them is to use 

lexicographic preference aggregation to get the group suggestion in the case we talked about at 3.3. 

Another work which is very important is to make the reduction axioms for the dynamic operators 

we add in the paper. 
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